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Summary
Climatic changes are expected to increase both the frequency and severity of flooding across the world. It is not possible to plan a
continuous increase of levee height and its geometry. Therefore levees should resist to overtopping.
This Technical Note gives an updated review of the surface erosion phenomena that can occur during floods and mainly deals with
a case history on the effect of overtopping on a trial embankment in stabilized soil. The possible use of recycled soil is also discussed.

1. Introduction
Typically, levees are earth - works that have been
constructed several centuries ago, using poor materials and poor compaction methods. Their function
is to protect the territory and the built environment
against floods (i.e. events of limited duration, from
few hours to few days). As an essential requirement,
the embankment - height should be higher than the
water surface profile in any cross - section of the river. Usually, in Italy, return periods of 30 or 200 years are considered, even if the Italian Building Code
[NTC, 2008] does not give clear indications about
the hydraulic actions to be considered in the design
of levees.
When the freeboard results insufficient, the
overtopping of the earthen levee occurs, causing essentially two main consequences:
– part of the territory is flooded;
– fast - flowing turbulent water on the landside slope can damage the protective grass and expose
the soil to erosion. Such an erosion process can
end in the collapse of the embankment.
Embankment erosion processes and the rate of
breaching from overtopping events are essential in
order to predict impacts on local communities and
surrounding areas affected by flooding.
When the embankment collapse occurs, because of surface erosion, the territory remains without
protection against floods until the complete embankment reparation. More importantly, the extension of the flooded area is strongly increased and the
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effects of floods become more severe (with potentially more casualties and damages to the built environment).
Levees should resist to overtopping. Different
strategies can be followed in order to achieve such
a result:
– use of protective coating (anti - erosion layer);
– use of hydraulic/structural barriers inside the
embankment (sheet piles, diaphragms, etc.);
– use of stabilised soil.
Protective coating (mainly a stone facing) represents the traditional protection method. The Authors have personal experience on the use of structural internal barriers [INTERSONDA, 2012; LO PRESTI
et al., 2015; COSANTI et al., 2015; COSANTI et al., 2013].
The discussion of these methods is beyond the scope
of the present note.
The present technical note deals with a case history on the use of stabilised soil for the repair of the
Serchio River embankments.
The Serchio River Levee system has changed its
geometry many times. In any case, since 1836 the
embankment height remained constant. In practice, present embankment height should contain
floods with a return period of 30 years but in some
non - urbanized areas the height is even lower. Since
1836, overtopping occurred along the Serchio River
or its tributaries 5 times. Last time, overtopping occurred in 1982 with consequent breaches. After the
last flood the Districts of Lucca and Pisa entrusted
the Department of Civil Engineering of the University of Pisa to identify the risky areas [COSANTI et al.,
2014] and to suggest cost - effective repair measures.
The Department of Civil Engineering has studied
the performance of a trial embankment constructed
with stabilized soil and with a recycled soil.
Many evidences demonstrate that a non plastic
soil is very prone to be eroded [COSANTI, 2014]. Fine-
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grained low-plasticity silty and silty-sandy soils are
considered as competent core materials since they
satisfy permeability requirements but from the viewpoint of internal erosion these soils have weak resistance [FOSTER and FELL, 1999; WAN and FELL, 2004;
SOROUSH et al., 2011].
Therefore, the use of stabilised soil (i.e. cement/
lime mixed soils) seems a promising and interesting
solution for the construction of new embankments.
Soil stabilization is the chemical and mechanical
treatment of soil in order to improve its engineering properties. Lime-treatment of soils improves the
workability of clayey materials and, after compaction, their mechanical properties. Given these benefits stabilized soil have been extensively used worldwide for the construction of infrastructure embankments, for roads, highways and railways. Whereas,
the use of stabilized soil for transportation infrastructures is well-known, for hydraulic earthen structures it is scarcely applied and little is known about
the way lime-treated soils behave in the context of a
hydraulic earthwork [HERRIER et al., 2012; LO PRESTI
et al., 2003].

2. Overtopping and surface erosion phenomena
The failure of the New Orleans (Louisiana –
USA) regional flood protection systems during Hurricane Katrina on August 29th, 2005 is an emblematic example in order to give a clear understanding
of embankment - overtopping and its consequences.
Several levee failures in this region were due to overtopping and consequent surface erosion. A number
of studies addressing the levee failures and breaches
have been carried out. SEED et al. [2008] found that
essentially two circumstances are associated to the
observed failures:
– embankment - soil containing lenses of fine sands
and silty and clayey sands;
– poor compaction of the embankment layers.

In particular, it appears that less cohesive soils
exhibit a higher erodibility (see also BRIAUD et al.,
2001 and BRIAUD et al., 2008].
On the other hand, SEED et al. [2008] precisely described the possible erosion mechanisms (Figure 1):
– sheet flow overtopping occurs when the water
passes over the top of the embankment and begins to descend landside slope. Under this circumstance, the velocity of flow down this back
slope increases and, in turn, shear forces between water and soil increase. As a consequence, the
erosive action exerted by the water increases on
the lower portion of the inboard side slope face.
Field tests have helped to identify the failure mechanism and have indicated that the erosion failure occurs first on the land side of the overtopped levee and progressively regresses;
– wave scalloping erosion is produced by wave
attack waterside on the front faces of the embankment as wind - driven waves atop the rising
surge break and run - up against the levee;
– notching (crenellation after the crenellated walls
that topped medieval castles) occurs when the
storm surge rises higher. Under this circumstance
wind - driven waves can begin to scallop upwards
with enough erosive force as to begin to erode
notches in the front lip of the levee crest;
– through - flow seepage erosion is due to the flow
passing through the levee embankment cross section and then exiting low on the inboard side
slope face.
The research activity of the authors is mainly
devoted to the design of flood–plain river embankments. Therefore, only the erosion of levees overtopped by sheet flow is dealt with.

3. Use of stabilised soil-full scale test
Case study data for breached dams are numerous.
On the other hand, during failure events, detailed

Fig. 1 – Schematic illustration of four erosion mechanisms from SEED et al., 2008.
Fig. 1 – Illustrazione schematica dei quattro meccanismi di erosione descritti da SEED et al., 2008.
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Fig. 2 – Grain size distribution curve of the CP soil.
Fig. 2 – Curva granulometrica del materiale CP.

data on the erosion process and the formation of
breaches through embankments are rare. Generally,
available information regards final shape and breach
dimensions [VASKINN et al., 2004; HANSON et al., 2005].
In the present section the effects of prolonged overtopping on a full-scale trial embankment are shown.
The experimental embankment has been constructed in the district of Lucca by Del Debbio
S.p.A., using a geo - material (CP) that is classified
as A4 (HRB-AASHTO, CNR-UNI 10006). This material
is obtained from a limestone quarry (Cave Pedogna
S.p.A.) as by-product (quarry waste). Indeed Cave
Pedogna S.p.A. produces aggregates for conglomerates, by fragmentation of limestone and elimination of fines. The experimental research was aimed
at assessing the levee resiliency during overtopping
in the case of cemented materials.
3.1. Material characterization
The quarry fines (CP) were classified and characterized by means of various laboratory tests. As for
the classification, figure 2 shows the grain size distribution curve while the Liquid Limit was 30% with a
Plasticity Index of 12%. Table I summarises the given classifications according to various classification
systems. The maximum dry density, as inferred from
Modified Proctor test, was equal to 20.5 kN/m3, with
an optimum water content of 11.94%.
Petrographic analysis shows that the material
consists of Calcite (45 %), Silicon dioxide (SiO2 –
50%) and Micas (5 %). Therefore, the material itself may be considered as “cemented” because of the
very large content of calcite. This is confirmed by
CID triaxial tests that have been conducted on specimens prepared by Modified Proctor Compaction and
cured for 28 days. Figure 3 shows the results for the
CP material and the same material mixed with a 2%
of lime. The CP material exhibit a’ = 77 kPa and α’ =
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Tab. I – Material classification.
Tab. I – Classificazione dei materiali.
Classification system

Classification

USCS (ASTM D2487-00)

CL

AGI (AGI 1994)

Silt and sand with clay

AASHTO (UNI 10006, 2002)

A6

47.8 (°). Figure 4 shows typical oedometer curves of
CP and CP + 2% lime. Specimens for oedometer tests
have been cured for 7 days before starting load application. A permeability of 10-7 m/s has been deduced
from oedometer tests as for CP and CP+2% lime.
The strength parameters of CP soil are lower
than those of CP soil mixed with lime on the other
hand the compressibility is higher. The permeability is not affected, in a measurable way, by the presence of 2% lime. In any case, the CP soil seems an excellent material for the construction of levees, even
without lime mixing.
3.2. Full scale test
The trial embankment was constructed 2.6- m- high
on a 1- on- 2/2.5 slope having two test sections with a
different soil in each test section: section T1 was constructed with the soil CP whereas section T2, with the
CP material added with the 2% of lime, in order to
compare the resistances. The plan shape of the embankment was rectangular hence the embankment
enclosed a reservoir. On the two different sections, T1
and T2, two spillways with two ramps were constructed.
The embankments were constructed in lifts. For
T1 section, CP soil was placed in 30/40–cm–thick
layers with each layer being compacted by a Bomag
roller compactor (operating weight of 18 t). The em-
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Fig. 3 – Results of standard drained triaxial tests (TX-CID) carried out on CP soil samples (up) and on samples reconstituted
with the same material mixed with a 2% of lime (down).
Fig. 3 – Risultati delle prove triassiali drenate (TX-CID) eseguite su campioni del materiale CP tal quale (in alto) e su campioni dello
stesso materiale miscelato con il 2% di calce (in basso).

bankment was compacted by rolling along the longitudinal direction. At the moment of the compaction the soil was pretty wet. For T2 section (it was
constructed 30 days later), CP soil was placed in
20/25 - cm - thick layers and it was added with lime
and mixed using a milling machine. After 24 hours
of curing, the stabilized soil was trucked to the experimental site and placed in 30/35 - cm - thick layers
with each layer being compacted using a vibratory
roller (operating weight of 18 t). T2 section was compacted by rolling along the cross-section direction.
The reservoir was filled on March 2nd, 2012 and
on March 14th, 2012 the first overtopping test was carried out on the T2 section and on March 15th, 2012, it
was carried out a second overtopping test on the embankment section T1. Mechanical CPT tests were carried out near T1 and T2 sections before the overtop-

ping tests. The tip resistance of CP soil was lower than
that of the CP soil mixed with lime, in agreement with
the trend shown by laboratory tests (Fig. 5).
Each overtopping test was carried out by dumping water into the basin without interruption for 6
hours, a time greater than the duration of a maximum Serchio flood event, using two pumps with a
flow rate equal to 1000 l/min and 1300 l/min respectively. A constant flow rate was established corresponding to a specific average overtopping rate then
the spillway was released and the water was allowed
to flow down the slope. During the tests, water overtops the crest and run down the landward-side slope.
The water head on the spillways was about 15 cm.
Each embankment section was tested for 6 hours.
After this time, at the end of the tests, the surfaces of
the tested sections were surveyed.
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Fig. 4 – Typical oedometer curve of CP (left). Typical oedometer curve of CP + 2% lime (right).
Fig. 4 – Tipiche curve edometriche per il materiale CP tal quale (a sinistra) e per il materiale CP miscelato con il 2% di calce (a destra).

Fig. 5 – Mechanical CPT tests carried out near T1 (up) and T2 (down) sections before the overtopping tests.
Fig. 5 – Prove CPT meccaniche eseguite in prossimità delle sezioni T1 e T2 prima dei test di sormonto.
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Fig. 6 – T1 section before (left) and after (right) the overtopping test [COSANTI, 2014].
Fig. 6 – Sezione T1 prima (sinistra) e dopo (destra) il sormonto [COSANTI, 2014].

The topographic survey carried out after the
overtopping test was compared with a topographic
survey carried out before the overtopping test: the
comparison shows the occurred erosion.
Visual inspection and comparison surveys indicated little to no damage to both the embankment
slopes after the six - hour - tests (Figs. 6, 7 and 8).
More precisely, the total amount of detached soil
is of 1.86.10-3 m3 in section T1 and of 0.57.10-3 m3 in
section T2.
According to the historical documentation on
the Serchio River floods, the return period for overtopping is of about 35 years. Assuming that the experiment corresponds to a single flood event, it is
possible to compute the tonnes/hectare/year of detached soil. The two cases analyzed lead to 234 t/
ha/y for the section T1 and 108 t/ha/y for section
T2. The observed values are much less than that predictable by the Universal Soil Loss Equation [WISCHMEIER and SMITH, 1978] or similar code which considers the erosive effect of rain on gentle slopes. The

phenomena are quite different. In any case, the observed value of detached soil during the experiment
is really negligible in comparison to whole mass of
levee and it is not relevant for its stability.
It is worthwhile to observe that the amount of detached material in the case of CP soil is 326% greater
than that observed in the case of CP + 2% lime.
This technique (use of CP soil) has been used
by the District of Lucca for the reinforcement of a
1.5 km long embankment of the Serchio River near
Montuolo in 2011. Till now the reinforced embankment has resisted with a good performance even
though, fortunately, no overtopping has occurred.
In conclusion, it seems possible to construct
levees that are capable of resisting to overtopping
by the use of stabilized soil. More interestingly, the
same performance can be achieved by the re - use of
fines form limestone quarries, if the fines contain
enough calcite. This last solution seems the most interesting for two reasons: a) the re - use of fines reduces the amount of waste from quarry activities;

Fig. 7 – T2 section before (left) and after (right) the overtopping test [COSANTI, 2014].
Fig. 7 – Sezione T2 prima (sinistra) e dopo (destra) il sormonto [COSANTI, 2014].
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Fig. 8 – Occurred erosion during the overtopping tests: comparison between the topographic survey carried out after the
overtopping test and that carried out before the overtopping test. Section T1 (up) and section T2 (down) [COSANTI, 2014].
Fig. 8 – Erosione verificatasi durante le prove di sormonto: confronto tra i rilievi topografici eseguiti prima e dopo le prove [COSANTI, 2014].

b) the cost of a by - product of quarry production is
much less than that of a mechanically lime - stabilized soil. Lastly, the proposed solution is not alternative to other measures which avoid the erosion of
surfaces such as coating.
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L’erosione esterna degli argini: un caso
significativo
Summary
In tutto il mondo, si attende che i cambiamenti climatici aumentino
la frequenza e la severità degli eventi alluvionali. Poiché non è possibile
prevedere un continuo incremento dell’altezza dei rilevati arginali e un
progressivo adeguamento della loro geometria, gli argini dovrebbero, in
qualche misura, resistere all’erosione da sormonto.
La nota fornisce una revisione aggiornata riguardo ai fenomeni
di erosione esterna che possono interessare gli argini e illustra un
caso significativo sugli effetti dell’erosione esterna su un rilevato
arginale sperimentale costruito con terra stabilizzata. Infine il testo,
discute il possibile impiego della terra riciclata.
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